NEIGHBORHOOD NATURE
SCAVENGER HUNT
Let’s go explore!

THINGS TO SEE
☐ A feather
☐ A red or yellow leaf
☐ A tree bud
☐ A black pebble
☐ A spider web
☐ A snail
☐ Water drops on grass
☐ Animal tracks
☐ Dry grass
☐ Ants walking in a line
☐ A leaf falling
☐ A bird flying
☐ An animal eating
☐ A nest or den
☐ Two different trees
☐ A seed or berry

THINGS TO FEEL
☐ Wet mud
☐ Running water
☐ Wind blowing
☐ Crunchy grass
☐ Tree bark
☐ A smooth leaf
☐ Something fuzzy
☐ A handful of sand
☐ A prickly seed

THINGS TO HEAR
☐ Insects buzzing
☐ Birds singing
☐ Leaves crunching under foot
☐ Wind rustling leaves

THINGS TO SMELL
☐ A flower
☐ Tree bark
☐ A crushed leaf

How many can you find?